
Kaltura Pilot Evaluation 
Fall 2015 

Memorandum of Understanding 

Between Penn Libraries Teaching, Research, and Learning Services  
and Penn Local Service Providers 

Introduction 

Penn Local Service Providers (LSPs) agree to participate in a pilot of the Kaltura 
platform. Kaltura is a cloud-based web service that facilitates the conversion and 
distribution of audio and video formats. The pilot will evaluate two components: (1) 
the Kaltura-Canvas integration to which faculty, staff, and student end-users may 
have access; and (2) the Kaltura Media Console (KMC) to which select LSPs will 
have access. 

The terms of this agreement are effective upon the date signed by both parties 
though December 31, 2015. 

Rationale 

Penn Libraries’ Teaching, Research, and Learning Services invites campus 
participation and evaluation of Kaltura to assess its feasibility in meeting needs for 
creating, distributing, and tracking the use of rich media content online. We are 
particularly interested in documenting the scope of campus need related to 
PennKey-only authenticated access to content (as opposed to open, publicly 
accessible content). This feature differentiates Kaltura from other similar providers 
such as YouTube or Vimeo. 

Benefits 

Benefits to pilot participants include:  

• Direct experience with a proven streaming media platform used by peer higher     
education institutions. 

• An opportunity to influence the future direction of academic technologies on     
Penn’s campus. 

• Continued support and access to Kaltura through the evaluation period.     

Costs 

There is no cost to participate in the Kaltura evaluation. Penn Libraries assumes 
licensing fees and provides the Kaltura platform free-of-charge to participants for 
the duration of the evaluation period. 
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Risks 

Because this is a limited pilot, the integration and content may not be available to 
participants beyond the evaluation period. Participants are expected to retain 
original source file backups. 

Penn Libraries’ Teaching, Research, and Learning Services reserves the right to 
terminate the evaluation if serious technical problems are discovered, or if terms of 
use are violated. In such cases, participants will be notified in writing in advance. 

Responsibilities 

LSPs in the Kaltura Pilot are responsible for: 

• Using Kaltura for instructional, service or outreach purposes     

• Participating in a minimum of two consultations with Kaltura Pilot Support Team     

• Providing Tier 1 support for school pilot participants, and using recommended     
escalation paths outlined in the initial consultation 

• Participating in periodic Kaltura surveys and assessments     

• Encouraging pilot faculty/staff participation in periodic Kaltura surveys and     
assessments 

• Monitoring the appropriate use of Kaltura by end users by periodically reviewing     
content uploaded by the school’s pilot users 

• Communicating pilot termination to end users     

The Kaltura Pilot Support Team is responsible for: 

• Creating and managing participant accounts and permissions     

• Notifying participants in advance of system maintenance downtimes     

• Providing Tier 2 technical support via kaltura@pobox.upenn.edu      

• Managing the overall assessment process including data collection instruments,     
methods, reports, and recommendations 

• Managing vendor communications     

•  Soliciting pilot participants’ feedback for the final evaluation report     

• Communicating service status and progress to pilot participants, interested     
campus stakeholders, the Director and Vice Provost of Libraries, and his 
leadership team 

Director of Teaching, Research, and Learning Services and the Kaltura Pilot Support 
Team are responsible for: 

• General oversight of and communication regarding the service and evaluation     
process, including communications to and support of faculty, staff and students 

• Publishing & circulating the final evaluation report in Spring 2016     
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Policies 

User Policies: Individuals participating in the Kaltura evaluation agree to the following user 
policies: 

1.	 Comply with the University of Pennsylvania Computing Policy on Acceptable use 
and, when relevant, the Code of Student Conduct.  http://www.upenn.edu/
computing/policy/aup.html  

2.	 Comply with the University of Pennsylvania’s Policy on Unauthorized Copying of 
Copyrighted Material: http://www.upenn.edu/computing/policy/copyright.html  

3.	 Respect the rights of others by complying with all University policies regarding 
Privacy in the Electronic Environment: http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/v47/n04/
OR-eprivacy.html   

4.	 Not withstanding the absence of any specific policies mentioned here, comply with 
all relevant University and Library policies. 

5.	 Comply with the Kaltura Terms of Service in addition to University policies. 
http://corp.kaltura.com/terms-of-use  

6.	 Any Kaltura content that violates these terms will be deactivated or suppressed 
upon notification of the violations. 

Intellectual Property: All intellectual content on these sites will be the responsibility of their creators. 
Kaltura and the University of Pennsylvania Libraries does not assume ownership of material 
uploaded by Kaltura pilot participants.  

Data Retention. Kaltura content is expected to be retained at least through December 31, 
2015. 

Security and Privacy.  Kaltura pilot participants are responsible for protecting sensitive 
information. Kaltura should not be used for HIPAA-protected data.  

Pilot Evaluation  

Evaluations will be conducted at the conclusion of the semester to assess:  
(1) participants’ evaluation of Kaltura in meeting needs for creating, distributing, and 
tracking the use of rich media content online, and (2) Kaltura Pilot Team members’ 
and LSP members’ evaluation of Kaltura in terms of its technical and practical use, 
long-term maintenance and feasibility issues, and training/support requirements. 

Upon completion of the evaluation period, a final report and recommendations will 
be drafted, circulated to the Library Administrative Council, pilot participants, IT 
Roundtable, and published to the Canvas at Penn blog 
(penncanvas.wordpress.com). 
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Termination of Participation 

Participating faculty and staff may terminate this agreement at any time by notifying 
Penn Libraries Kaltura Pilot Team (kaltura@pobox.upenn.edu) in writing of intent to 
withdraw. In so doing, all evaluation data collected up to the point of termination will 
be omitted from the final report and analysis.  

Components Evaluated 

For the purposes of this agreement, the following Kaltura components will be 
evaluated: 

Kaltura Media Console (LSPs only) 

Kaltura-Canvas Integration in Course Sites 

Approvals 

The following individuals agree to the terms and conditions of this agreement: 

 

Signature of LSP staff member	 	 Signature of Penn Libraries representative 

Contact information:	 	 	 	 Contact information: 

	 	 	 	 	 David Toccafondi 
	 	 	 	 	 215.746.2661 
	 	 	 	 	 davidtoc@pobox.upenn.edu
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